Documenting Online Sources---MGCCC

The Modern Language Association (MLA) is the documentation style preferred by a substantial majority of scholarly journals in languages and literature. The guidelines offered here are explained in detail in the sixth edition of the *MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers*.

**GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR DOCUMENTING ONLINE SOURCES**

1. Name of the author, editor, compiler, or translator of the source (if available and relevant), reversed for alphabetizing and followed by an abbreviation, such as ed., if appropriate
2. Title of a poem, short story, article, or similar short work within a scholarly project, database, or periodical (in quotation marks)
3. Title of a book (underlined)
4. Name of the editor, compiler, or translator of the text (if relevant and if not cited earlier), preceded by the appropriate abbreviation, such as ed.
5. Publication information for any print version of the source
6. Title of the scholarly project, database, periodical, or professional or personal site (underlined); or for a professional or personal site with no title, a description such as Home Page
7. Name of the editor of the scholarly project or database (if available)
8. Version number of the source (if not part of the title) or, for a journal, the volume number, issue number, or other identifying number
9. Date of electronic publication, of the latest update, or of posting
10. For a work from a subscription service, the name of the service and—if a library is the subscriber—the name and city (and state abbreviation, if necessary) of the library
11. For a posting to a discussion list or forum, the name of the list or forum
12. The number range or total number of pages, paragraphs, or other sections, if they are numbered
13. Name of any institution or organization sponsoring or associated with the Web site
14. Date when the researcher accessed the source
15. Electronic address, or URL, of the source (in angle brackets); or, for a subscription service, the URL of the service's main page (if known) or the keyword assigned by the service

**Formula:**

Author’s last name, first name. [If no author is listed, begin with the title.] “Title of the Article.” Title of the Journal Volume. Issue number (Year of publication): length of article. Name of Database used. Name of Search Service used. Name and Location of library. Date of access <http address of search service’s starting page>. **Note:** The length of a full-text article can be stated in paragraphs (abbreviated pars.), number of screens, or pages if they are numbered.

**OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS**

*Note: The citations for the magazines and articles differ from the citations for the essays.*

**Citing from Viewpoints Magazines or Articles**


Citing from *Viewpoints* Essays, which have been excerpted from books:

**CQ RESEARCHER**

**FACTS.COM**

**GALE LITERATURE RESOURCE CENTER**

**NEWSBANK**

**DOCUMENTS FROM MAGNOLIA DATABASES**

**EBSCOHost**

**MAGILL ON LITERATURE PLUS**

**CONTEMPORARY LITERARY CRITICISM SELECT**
Original Database Document (No print source)
Previously Published Articles


DISCOVERING COLLECTION
Original Database Document (no print source)

Previously Published Article

GENERAL BUSINESS FILES ASAP (Infotrac)

WILSONWEB BIOGRAPHIES

DOCUMENTS FROM THE WORLD WIDE WEB

Formula:
Author’s Name (if known). “Full title of the work.” Title of the Complete Work (if applicable). For a professional or personal page with no title, use a description such as Home Page. Document date (if known). Name of the Institution or Organization associated with the site. Date of access <full http address>.

Article from a professional or personal site
Article from a magazine

Article from a newspaper or on a newswire

Article from a scholarly journal

An Online Book
*If you cannot find some of this information, cite what is available.


A Part of an Online Book
*If you are citing a part of an online book, place the title or name of the part between the author's name and the title of the book. If the part is a work like a poem or an essay, place its title in quotation marks. If the part is a standard division of the book, such as an introduction or a preface, do not place the title in quotation marks or underline it. Be sure to give the URL of the specific part instead of that of the book if they differ.


A Letter to the Editor

Editorial

MISSISSIPPI CODE

All of the above examples are for use in a Bibliography or Works Cited list.
Documenting Traditional Print Sources

A book by one author

A book with two authors

A book that has three authors or more, has gone through several editions, and is one of several volumes in a set

An introduction, preface, foreword, or afterword to a primary source

A work from an anthology (our LITERATURE TEXTBOOK, for example!)

A selection that is in a collection of works by several authors

A book in several volumes

An article in a journal

A Masterplots entry

To cite a previously published scholarly article in a collection give the complete data for the earlier publication [found at the end of each separate article] and then add Rpt. in ["Reprinted in"], the title of the collection, and the new publication facts)
NOTE: Always double space after colons and after periods that separate divisions of Works Cited entries.

Double space WITHIN and BETWEEN Works Cited entries.

Always place periods and commas INSIDE the closing quotation mark.

**Parenthetical Documentation**

MLA documentation uses references inserted in parentheses within the text and keyed to a list of works cited at the end of a paper. *A typical reference consists of the author's last name and a page number.*

- The colony’s religious and political freedom appealed to many idealists in Europe (Ripley 132).

If you use *MORE THAN ONE SOURCE BY THE SAME AUTHOR*, shorten the title of each work to one or two key words and include the appropriate shortened title in the parenthetical reference.

- Penn emphasized his religious motivation (*Kelly, William Penn* 116).

If a *WORK* has been written *BY TWO AUTHORS OR EDITORS*, use the last names of both.

- One group of physicists questioned many of the assumptions of relativity (*Harbeck and Johnson* 31).

If a *WORK* as been written *by MORE THAN THREE* authors, use the last name of the first author listed and the abbreviation et al.

- A number of important discoveries were made off the coast of Crete in 1960 (*Dugan et al.* 63).

For *WORKS WITHOUT A LISTED AUTHOR*, use a [properly punctuated] shortened version of the title in the parenthetical reference.

- Television ratings wars have escalated during the past ten years (*"Leaving the Cellar"* 102).

Indicate that the MATERIAL is *FROM AN INDIRECT SOURCE* by using the abbreviation qtd. in (*"quoted in") as part of the parenthetical reference.

- Wagner said that myth and history stood before him "with opposing claims" (*qtd. in Winkler* 10).

Keep in mind that you punctuate differently with paraphrases and summaries, direct quotations run in with the text, and quotations that are set off from the text before terminal punctuation marks.

- Penn’s writings epitomize seventeenth-century religious thought (*Degler and Curtis* 72).
Parenthetical documentation for direct quotations run in with the text should appear after the quotation marks but before the terminal punctuation.

As Ross says, "Penn followed his conscience in all matters" (127).

We must now ask, as Ross does, "Did Penn follow Quaker dictates in his dealings with the Indians" (128)?

According to Williams, "Penn's utopian vision was informed by his Quaker beliefs..." (72).

Parenthetical documentation for quotations that are set off from the text [these are long quotations consisting of more than four typewritten lines and thus indented 10 spaces from the left margin] should appear two spaces after the final punctuation.

... and after all these years the memory of the dulness [sic] the stillness, and lifelessness of that slumberous farm-house still oppresses my spirit as with a sense of the presence of death and mourning. There was nothing to do, nothing to think about; there was no interest in life. (Twain 257)

The citation for an electronic source should contain the author’s last name and the number of the paragraph from which the borrowed material came.

The "Tories" strongly opposed the edict against King George III (Simonson par. 7).

USING AND DOCUMENTING LITERARY WORKS

The information in this handout is taken primarily from Judith A. Stanford’s Responding to Literature. There is the underlying assumption that there is an accompanying Works Cited page.

CAUTION: Be careful when quoting poetry and verse plays to reproduce faithfully all line indentations, space between lines, spelling, capitalization, and punctuation.

Quoting from Poems

1. When you quote a single line from a poem, song, or verse play, run the line into your text and enclose it in quotation marks. Follow the line with the appropriate parenthetical citation

   The narrator urges his father, “Do not go gentle into that good night” (Thomas 1).

   NOTE: The parenthetical information comes after the quotation marks but before the period.

   NOTE: If the poem is a short one, line numbers are not required; however, if the poem is longer than twelve lines, you must use line numbers in the parenthetical citation.
2. **When you quote two or three lines of poetry**, you may either run them in with your own words or set them off separately. When you run them in with your own words, enclose the quotation in quotation marks and indicate line breaks with a slash.

   Space before and after the slash.

   The narrator in “Slipping” comments, “Age comes to my father as a slow / slipping: the leg that weakens will barely support him…”

   (Aelshire 1-3).

   **Note:** The three dots at the end of the sentence (called an ellipsis) indicate that the line continues but that those words have been omitted here.

3. **When you quote more than three lines of poetry**, you must set them apart from your own words by beginning a new line and indenting them 10 spaces from the left margin. Do **not** add quotation marks. Double space before, after, and within a block quotation.

   Emily Dickinson rarely needed more than a few lines to express her complex thoughts:

   "Hope" is the thing with feathers--
   That perches in the soul--
   And sings the tune without the words--
   And never stops--at all— (1-4).

**Quoting from Plays**

1. When you are quoting from a verse play, follow the guidelines for quoting poems.

2. **When you are quoting from a play that is divided into acts, scenes, and lines**, you should indicate this information in parentheses following the quotation (see the example that follows item 3); otherwise, use line numbers.

3. **When you are quoting no more than three lines**, run them in with your own words.

   Hamlet reminds the Queen, “I must be cruel only to be kind” (3.4.185).

4. **When you are quoting more than three lines from a play**, you must set them off from your own words by indenting them from the left margin 10 spaces. In this case, do not enclose the quotation in quotation marks. Place the parenthetical information **after** the period.

   Hamlet reminds the Queen::
   
   I will bestow him, and will answer well
   
   The death I gave him. So, again, good night.
   
   I must be cruel only to be kind
Citing Longer Works

When citing a **lengthy literary work**, you need to include more than just the author’s name and the page number.

**In a parenthetical reference to a prose work**, begin with the page number, follow it with a semicolon, and then add any additional information that might be necessary:

In *Moby Dick* Melville refers to a whaling expedition funded by Louis XIV of France (151; ch. 24).

**In parenthetical references to long poems**, cite both division and line numbers, separating them with a period:

In the *AEneid* Virgil describes the ships as cleaving the “green woods reflected in the calm water” (8.124).

(In this citation the reference is to Book 8, Line 124 of the *Æneid.*)

**In Biblical citations** include chapter, verse, and an abbreviated title: (Gen. 5.12). (This refers to Genesis, Chapter 5, Verse 12)

**When citing an entire work**, include the author’s name and the work’s title in the text of your paper rather than in a parenthetical reference:

Herbert Gans’s *The Urban Villagers* is a study of an Italian-American neighborhood in Boston.

(revised April 2005)